This paper describes the best first search strategy used by U-Plan (Mansell 1993a), a planning system that constructs quantitatively ranked plans given an incomplete description of an uncertain environment. U-Plan uses uncertain and incomplete evidence describing the environment, characterises it using a Dempster Shafer interval, and generates a set of possible world states. Plan construction takes place in an abstraction hierarchy where strategic decisions are made before tactical decisions. Search through this abstraction hierarchy is guided by a quantitative measure (expected fulfilment) based on decision theory. The search strategy is best first with the provision to update expected fulfilments and review previous decisions in the light of planning developments. U-Pian generates multiple plans for multiple possible worlds, and attempts to use existing plans for new world situations. A super-plan is then constructed, based on merging the set of plans and appropriately timed knowledge acquisition operators, which are used to decide between plan alternatives during plan execution.
INTRODUCTION TO U-PLAN
Traditional planning systems describe the planning problem as the composing of a course of action that transforms the world from a given initial state to a desired goal state. This description makes two assumptions about the planning domain: complete and accurate information about the world is available; and the environment is static. These assumptions ensure that a constructed plan can be successfully executed in such Carlton, Victoria 3053, Australia.
email: gsmith@cs.mu.oz.au an ideal world. However, such planners rarely produce plans that work in the real world, that by its nature is dynamic and its description is imprecise. To devise a useful plan given uncertain and/or incomplete information about a dynamic environment requires a planner to avoid these assumptions.
A major difficulty when planning given incomplete and uncertain information about the environment is that it is not possible to construct one initial state that precisely and unambiguously represents the world. U-Plan uses a possible worlds representation, where the available initial information is used to construct every possible initial state of the world. Associated with each possible world is a numerical measure of belief specifying the degree to which the evidence supports each possible world as the one that represents the true state of the world.
U-Plan does not construct a state-based search tree, but constructs a strategy hierarchy which is a decision tree like structure, where the nodes in the hierarchy represent a continuous transition of actions from the strategic (at the root node) to the tactical (at the leaf nodes). The strategy hierarchy can be represented as an AND/OR search tree, the root node representing the strategic goal of the system, and the leaf nodes representing the tactical details of how the goal is to be achieved. Each node in the tree is a subgoal representing the current goal and world, and certain pairs of nodes are connected by arcs representing the application of a reduction operator that produces each subgoal.
U-Plan utilises a set of (predefi ned) goal reduction operators that encode how a planning goal is reduced by the operator's application. What results is a planning hierarchy tree where the goals are broken up into subgoals by the goal reduction operators. This allows us to first make the strategic decisions, which then guides all other decisions down to the tactical implementation of the subgoals. A measure of expected fulfilment (section 4) is used when selecting which operator to apply next.
In support of hierarchical planning, each possible world is described at a number of predefined abstraction levels, resulting in decisions being made based on a description of the world at a suitable level of detail.
U-Plan constructs a plan for one possible world at a time, the first plan being constructed for the possible world with the greatest likelihood of representing the true world. Before a plan is constructed for the next possible world, the suitability of reapplying an existing plan to this world is assessed. Associated with each plan is the set of possible worlds it works for. If a plan partially works for another possible world (e.g. the strategy works but some of the detail is different), then that part of the plan is used for this possible world, and planning continues from where the plan failed. When a plan exists for every possible world, the operator order of all the plans is combined to obtain a single planning tree that branches when the operator execution order differs. At this point the ability to acquire additional knowledge is used. At each branch, a knowledge acquisition operator can be inserted to gather current information about the state of the world and so determine which action in the planning tree to carry out next.
This planning algorithm has been tested on an air combat domain. In this example, the goal is to successfully attack an aggressor aircraft, given only partial information about his location, type, and status.
A number of strategies exist on how the attack should be carried out. Each strategy uses a different method of attack, and therefore has a different probability of success, and a different degree to which it fulfils the goal.
The planner, U-Plan, has been coded in Lisp on a Symbolics 3600 series machine. This planning system is not a single domain planner, the code used to characterise the air combat domain is separate from the code used to represent the body of U-Plan. Figure 1 demonstrated the domain specific initial information required by U-Plan to carry out planning. A number of alternative plans are likely to be needed to cover the sets of possible worlds that describe the environment. The final plan produced by U-Plan should include a method for choosing between these alternatives, in the form of a measure of the evidence attributed to the plan branches. The fi nal output should also identify action sequences common to a group of alternative plans, that can be applied before one must choice to acquire additional information, or select between alternative plans using a measure of belief.
Central to planning using U-Plan is: the set of states are represented at several abstraction levels; the selection of reduction operators is not based on the modal truth criterion, but dependent on a calculation of expected fulfilment; the system will plan to acquire additional knowledge when it is advantageous to do so, and an attempt is made to apply an existing plan to more than one initial state.
THE AIR COMBAT DOMAIN
The air combat domain is dynamic and requires agents to act given uncertain and incomplete information. To generate a plan for aircraft operating in such a domain requires the consideration of a large number of plan strategies. The role of an AI planner in such a domain is to construct a plan that best fulfils the stated goals using only available information, with the option to plan to acquire additional information if required.
In our implementation of this domain (the abstract portion of which is given in figure 2), we consider two agents: the defender (whose objective is to defend himself and a designated airspace) and the aggressor (who is invading the airspace controlled by the defender). While the various actions available to the agents in this domain are diverse, certain patterns in the more abstract strategies can be identified. For example some of the actions available to the defender are target monitoring, strategy selection, strategy implementation, and evaluation of attack strategy. To operate in such an environment requires a sophisticated planning and reasoning system. The strategies available to U-Plan are centred around the selection of either a Beyond-Visual Range Attack or a Visual-Range Attack. The different ways such a strategies can be carried out are numerous, each one involves a unique course of action.
It is intended that U-Plan generate a suitable course of action for the defender aircraft given only the information available to the aircraft at the time. This plan should intend to acquire necessary information when appropriate, have a high likelihood to success, be applicable to as many possible worlds as feasible, and work for the worlds that are most likely to be true. The plan produced by U-Plan is intended for use in post mission analysis of the defender aircraft, not as a real time planning aid (as the system is not running in real time).
STATE REPRESENTATION
When an incomplete model of the world is all that is available, a set of initial states can be used to describe the alternative environments. U-Plan employs a set of initial possible states (P-states) to describe what might be true of the world. A P-state, ps(a), is a complete description of one possible world using propositional statements. Each P-state is described hierarchically with n levels of abstraction, (ps(a)={ t' 1 (a) ... t' n (a)}) where n is domain dependent and selected during knowledge engineering. The level t' i (a) is a complete description of a world at the i t h level. The highest level of abstraction gives a coarse description of the state of the world. The lowest level gives a detailed view of the world. Intermediate levels provide the description required to make a smooth transition between both extremes. Compatibility relations (supplied at knowledge engineering as shown in figure 1 ) are used to construct and maintain consistent representations of the world at all levels.
Associated with each P-state is a two valued quantitative measure (an evidential interval (Shafer 1976 , Lowrance et al 1991 ) that characterises the weight of evidence that supports the P-state accurately describes the true state of the world. This information is used by U-P1an in determining the order in which P-states are planned for, and the final execution order of operators. A detailed description of how P-states are generated and used can be found in (Mansell l993a ).
REDUCTION OPERATORS
Planning operators represent actions that the system may perform in the given domain. The role of an action is to change the state of the world, the aim of an operator is to represent how applying that action will change the system's view of the state of the world. U-Plan uses reduction operators to give alternative methods for achieving the goal at a lower level of abstraction, or at the tactical level it describes the direct effects of an action on the P-state. These are SIPE-Iike operators (Wilkins 1988 ) where the closed world assumption is implemented, and hierarchical planning used.
Each operator contains information about how and when it is to be applied to the P-state (Mansell 1993a) , using the following description.
Name: Name of the operator.
Abstraction Level: The P-state's level of abstraction used by the operator for selection and implementation.
Necessary Preconditions: The necessary preconditions slot represent what must be true of the world before the operator can be applied. This slot includes propositions that must be true of the world but are unable to be altered, or are prohibitively expensive to do so.
Alternatively, propositions that represent aspects of the environment that are to be observed and not changed are included.
Satisfiable Preconditions: Satisfiable preconditions designate propositions that must be made true of the world before the action can be applied. This is usually pieces of tactical detail that should be true of the world before application of the operator.
Plot:
Step-by-step instructions on how to perform the action represented by the operator. This includes a description of the goal reduction operators that are applied at the next level of abstraction, and it's fulfilment, measuring the degree to which it achieves the goal of the present operator. Or, at the lowest level of abstraction, how the operator changes the P-state.
Probability: A function for calculating the probability of the reduction operator succeeding given the current P state is also included. The availability of such a function is domain specific and not always easily obtained. In the air combat example discussed here the function is obtained empirically (based on historical data). The probability of success does not provide sufficient information to select a reduction operator as it does not take into account the goals of the system. It is for this reason that associated with each reduction operator is a measure of fulfilment.
Postconditions: What the operator achieves.
Planfail: What to do if the operator fails during planning.
U-Plan uses a deductive causal theory (Wilkins 1988) A plan constitutes the successive application of reduction operator from the highest level of abstraction (i.e. the goal function) down to the most tactical detail.
In the air combat example ( fig. 2 ) the goal of defending specified assets is accomplished by first choosing whether to attack or tum away the aggressor, through specific strategies and manoeuvres available, down to the detailed implementation of a specific manoeuvre.
The following sections outline how the reduction operators are selected and implemented, and the process that is continually reviewing these decisions. Rather, they specify alternative actions that are likely to maximise the expected fulfilment of our goal in the possible worlds that are consistent with our partial description of the world.
EXPECTED FULFILMENT
Expected fulfilment is a quantitative measure used to rank the reduction operators which achieve the goals of the active operator (i.e., the next reduction operator chosen to be expanded) for selection purposes. For example, if attack is the active operator who's goals we wish to achieve, the expected fulfilment for BVR Attack and VR Attack (the operators that achieve this subgoal) is calculated and used as a basis for the selection. EF(a) = F(c)P(cla,ps),
where, P(cla, ps) is the probability of achieving consequence c, conditioned upon selecting action a and observing evidence contained in the P-state,ps.
For example, to calculate the expected fulfilment of the Attack operator in figure 2 , the probability of successfully executing an attack in the given P-state is multiplied by the degree of fulfi lment obtained by executing the action (depicted in figure 2 as the first number shown in square brackets above the operator).
The expected fulfilment of action a EF(a) is regarded as a gauge of the merit of action a. The expected fulfilment is used as a procedure for choosing among alternative (or competing) actions. When given the choice between two action (eg, Attack and Turn-Away) the selection is based on the action that yields the highest expected fulfilment (ie, EF(Attack) or EF(Turn-Away)). This result will depend on the description of the P-state when the selection is made. This process can be thought of as establishing a rank order in which one should attempted to apply a set of actions.
APPLYING AN OPERATOR
Once the reduction operators that achieve the goals of the parent operator have been ranked using the expected fulfilment calculation, they can be tested to determine their suitability to the P-state. The successive application of desirable operators to the given P-state then takes place in order of greatest expected fulfilment. If the necessary preconditions of a reduction operator are true in the active P-state, then the reduction operator is provisionally selected, else the plan fail for that operator is applied (this usually involves backtracking). When a reduction operator that satisfies the necessary preconditions has been found, the satisfiable preconditions are tested. If any of these are not true, U
Plan can attempt to satisfy them using reduction operators of equal or lower abstraction. If these preconditions are not satisfied, the operator is rejected, and it's planfail procedure is implemented.
Once both sets of preconditions of the reduction operator can be shown to be true in the active P-state, the operator is accepted and its plot can be applied. The plot represents the effects the reduction operator has on the state of the world, and the subgoals that may be used to achieve this goal. When applying the plot, the next level of the strategy hierarchy is exposed, and again the subgoal with the highest expected fulfilment is selected to be expanded next. The plot of operators represents actions at the lowest level of abstraction specify how the P-state is physically changed by their application.
This process of applying operators continues until the next layer of the strategy hierarchy has been exposed. At this point, the earlier selection of specific actions are reviewed as described below.
REVIEWING SELECTED OPERATORS
When constructing a strategy hierarchy it is possible that as a plan's detail is filled out it becomes less likely to succeed. This is partially because the initial strategic decisions are based on information at a more coarse level of abstraction. As the plan is expanded and more tactical decisions about the implementation of specific strategies are made, the expected fulfilment of specific plan branches may decrease. The other reason this occurs is that when the expected fulfilment is calculated for an operator, the fulfilment component is an optimistic assessment of that actions ability to achieve the goal of its parent. However, as planning continues, it is likely at a lower level of abstraction, that a less than ideal actions may have to be applied, therefore reducing the true expected fulfilment of the plan branch.
This makes it important to review earlier decisions while planning. After the application of a group of reduction operators, U-Pian compares the expected fulfilment of the current subgoals, with those of previous subgoals, and determines if they fall below the previous values, less an offset. Including an offset is an iterative deepening strategy 1. The offset value will depend on the difference in abstraction level of the subgoals. It is expected that as the system uses lower level information the expected fulfilment of the plan will decrease. This offset value helps avoid the problem of the system jumping around from branch to branch in the strategy hierarchy.
Previous operator selections are reviewed whenever a new layer in the abstraction hierarchy has been generated. This process is used to ensure the decision to take a certain planning direction is still favourable. In the air combat domain this means that as planning continues down to the lowest level, the decision to use an Attack 1 A number of iterative deepening strategies exist that can be applied to this task of selecting a suitable offset between different abstraction levels.
instead of a Turn_Away may be reviewed a number of times throughout plan generation.
To review these selections one must have a way of updating the EF values calculated for these nodes in the abstraction hierarchy based on the detail added to that nodes planning branch. A set of update rules are used to re-evaluate the fulfilment and probability of each operator expanded given the most recent planning developments. The update rules used depend on whether the node produces an AND or OR branch in the tree.
Referred to as an AND node expansion or an OR node expansion respectively in this paper.
In the case when an operator is expanded and produces an OR branch in the abstraction hierarchy, the update rules used to determine the fulfilment and probability of a parent node given a set of possible children are given by:
Rule 1: When the application of a reduction operator results in an OR node expansion (as defined above) the probability of action, parent, can be updated using the following rule:
where children is the set of child operators that have been expanded out and may be successfully applied to the current P-state. Simply stated, rules 3 and 2 tell us that the fulfilment and probability values for a parent of an OR node is equal to the fulfilment and probability of the child node with the greatest expected fulfilment that has not been ruled inapplicable to the P-state (i.e. due to failure of preconditions during expansion).
This states the updated probability of the parent is equal to the probability of the child action with the greatest expected fulfilment at the next level of abstraction.
Rule 2: When the application of a reduction operator results in an OR node expansion (as defined above) the fulfilment of action, parent, can be updated using the following rule:
This states the updated fulfilment value of the parent action is equal to the fulfilment of the child action with the greatest expected fulfilment.
The justification for the update of an OR node expansion is straight forward. The goals of the parent can only be achieved by the application of an operator in the plot, and the agent may only execute one of these actions in the final plan. Hence, the reduction operator selected to achieve the goals of the parent represents the actions of the parent operator at the next level of abstraction. It is for this reason the probability and fulfilment of the parent operator are set equal to the probability and fulfilment (respectively) values of the child operator included in the plan. The selection of a child operator to be included in the plan is based on choosing the child operator, from the set of child operators, with the greatest weighted EF value.
The updating of the parent reduction operator at an AND node involves updating the probability and fulfilment as follows:
Rule 3: When the application of an operator, parent, results in an AND node expansion (as defined above) the probability of action, parent, can be updated by setting it equal to the product of the probabilities of its children actions at the next level of abstraction. That is:
P(parent) = fl P(child). That is, the preconditions of a reduction operator may require the P-state be altered by anterior reduction operator. However, the application of a specific reduction operator in this circumstance is secondary to the effect that operator has on the P-state. Hence, when updating the parent of an AND expansion, the probabilities of the children operators are considered to be conditional solely on the P-state.
The actions in an AND expansion are assumed to be independent of each other given the constraints outlined in the preconditions of each child reduction operator;
and conditional on the P-state they are applied to. The updated probability of a parent action, A, given the children actions {aJ,a2, . .. ,3n} are assumed to be independent, and are given by:
Hence, the probability of the parent of an AND node expansion is equal to the product of the children given the P-state.
Rule 4: When the application of an operator parent results in an AND node expansion, (as defined above) the fulfilment of action, parent, can be updated as being 
The justification for updating fulfilments in this way is based on the original distribution of fulfilment and the attitude toward risk. In an AND node expansion, the fulfilment of a parent operator is transferred to the children. It is assumed that the goals of the parent operator can only be achieved by the application of the specified set of reduction operators (the children). As the operators are assumed to be independent and equally important in the eventual success or failure of the parent operator, they are each assigned a fulfilment value equal to that of the parent operator, to maintain the integrity of the fulfilment process. If, at some later stage in the plan, one of the children of an AND node expansion is assigned a lower fulfilment value, this information should be included in the update of the parent operator.
The reason for this is, as the operators in an AND node expansion are assumed independent and equally important, reducing the desirability of one of the required must reduce the desirability of the parent operator. A number of approaches to this problem could have been taken. U-Plan assigns the parent operator the lowest of all the children's fulfilments, there by allowing U-Plan to consider the maximum effect on the plan.
Some may consider this as taking the pessimistic alternative, as this is assuming the worst. However, the intention is to offer a cautious course to be taken.
In the subset of the air combat example given in figure 
SENSITIVITY OF EXPECTED FULFILMENTS
A major advantage of using U-Pian when planning in an uncertain and incomplete domain is it produces a super plan. that is a merging of a small (relative to the number of possible worlds) number of plans (Mansell 1993a ).
This super-plan incorporates the intention to acquire the additional information required to allow the smooth execution of operators. In most cases, U-Plan produces a super-plan in less time than it would take a traditional planner to produce one plan for every possible world (see {Mansell 1993a, Mansell 1993b) for more details on these results).
As U-Plan uses the EF measure to select between alternative reduction operators, it is important to know the certainty with which one knows the expected fulfilment for each action. However, the probability and This sensitivity data allows the knowledge engineer and user of U-Plan sufficient information to understand when the selection of competing actions of specified expected fulfilments may be inconclusive. Although no explanation process currently exists in U-Plan, this information could be utilised in an extension to U-Plan that allowed the user to question why a decision was made, or produce a confidence in specific operator selection. Both these issues are research areas in themselves, and are not examined here. 
PLAN REAPPLICATION
U-Pian applies plan reapplication in an attempt to detennine if a plan generated for one initial P-state can be adopted for another initial P-state. The desired result being fewer plans than the number of initial P-states. This is implemented by attempting to reapply plans generated for one initial P-state to other initial P-state.
A plan is reapplicable if all the reduction operators in the plan (that are not redundant) have their preconditions met under the new initial P-state, and when applied result in the goal state being achieved. If a plan, during reapplication, fails due to the unsuccessful application of an operator, that plan is not entirely discarded. U-Pian will attempt to use the part of the plan that was successful and planning continues from the point where the plan failed. The desire is to construct plans with the same or similar strategies by reusing, at least part of, the plan at the high level of abstraction. When more than one plan partially works for a new initial P-state the best plan (Mansell 1993a ) is used.
SUPER-PLANS
Once plans exists for a11 the P-states, with support and plausibility above some threshold, a single super-plan is constructed. This is achieved by merging the set of plans constructed for the set of initial P-states, that is applying identical operator sequences and branching at the point where plans differ. At each branch in the super-plan a knowledge acquisition operator is added, attaining the infonnation required to select which action in the superplan to apply next. The case may arise when the required information to differentiate between alternative branches is not available. In this case, the selection is based on the degree of evidence supporting each branch of the super plan (see (Mansell 1993a ) for more detail). The generation of a super-plan is an important attribute ofU Pian, as it presents a user with a recommended coarse of action.
CONCLUSION
U-Plan is a hierarchical planner that deals with infonnation represented at a level of abstraction equivalent to the action being investigated. Outlined in this paper is the quantitative best-first search method employed by U-Plan for operator selection in an abstraction hierarchy. As this process is a forward propagating partial decision tree, a method for reviewing previous decisions in the light more detailed infonnation is included. The update rules are presented in some detail, and an example of their operation presented. U Pian has proved to be a effective planning system in the air combat domain (Mansell 1993a) , and the expected fulfilment calculation a reliable fonnula for operator selection.
